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ABSTRACT 

This chapter reports to the development of the tools and methodologies that are in development 
within the EU, with an emphasis on the Open Source approaches with a view to performance 
analysis and comparison, and to provide an overview of cooperative research and especially on 
the use of Open platforms. 

1 Introduction  

A significant research programme under the banner of “cognitive systems” is now 
underway within the European Union with some €400M committed in the period to 
2010. This programme focuses on developing the technology and the necessary scien-
tific understanding to provide new levels of autonomy and decision making into 
computer-based systems. Active research approaches in the area range broadly, from 
traditional rule-based AI, through to connectionist, dynamical and emergent systems 
and include embodied systems combining computing and robotic systems. A major 
practical motivation for the development of cognitive systems is to overcome the 
problems faced by traditional computer systems in dealing robustly with the uncer-
tainties and changing demands that characterise the real world. Potential applications 
cited span a very wide range and have included care-giver robots, and easier-to-use 
interfaces.  

This chapter reports to the development of the tools and methodologies that are in 
development within the EU. One major approach that has emerged across the projects 
has been in the use of Open Source platforms in order to share experiences and run 
larger scale experiments. This clearly also has a role to play in facilitating perfor-
mance analysis and comparison. Here we present 3 significant research efforts in 
cognitive robotics with varying degrees of development with respect to benchmark-
ing1:  

                                                           
1 For a full list of past and current EU funded projects in Cognitive Systems and Robotics 

research, see http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/ict/programme/challenge2_en.html 
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The Rats Life Benchmark 
Rat’s Life is a complete cognitive robotics benchmark that was carefully designed to 
be easily reproducible in a research lab with limited resources. It relies on two e-puck 
robots, some LEGO bricks and the Webots robot simulation software. This bench-
mark is a survival game where two robots compete against each other for resources in 
a previously unseen maze. Like the rats in cognitive animal experimentation, the e-
puck robots look for feeders which allow them to live longer than their opponent. 
Once a feeder is reached by a robot, the robot draws energy from it and the feeder 
becomes unavailable for a while. Hence, the robot has to further explore the maze, 
searching for other feeders. 

The iCub platform 
The iCub is a new Open Source humanoid robot developed for research in embodied 
cognition. At around the size of a three and half year old child, it can crawl on all 
fours and sit up to manipulate objects. Its hands have been designed to support so-
phisticate manipulation skills. The iCub is distributed as Open Source following the 
GPL/FDL licenses. The entire design is available for download from the project ho-
mepage and repository2. In the following, we concentrate on the description of the 
hardware and software systems, as well as an iCub simulator, each of which may be 
used in comparative studies.  

The swarm platform of the Replicator and Symbrion projects 
Cooperation and competition among stand-alone swarm agents can increase the col-
lective fitness of the whole system. An interesting form of collective system is dem-
onstrated by some bacteria and fungi, which can build symbiotic organisms. Symbiot-
ic communities can enable new functional capabilities which allow all members to 
survive better in their environment. Here we present an overview of two large Euro-
pean projects dealing with new collective robotic systems which utilize principles 
derived from natural symbiosis. We also describe some of the typical hardware, soft-
ware and methodological challenges arising, as well as prototypes and on-going expe-
riments. The use of multiple robotic agents lends itself to the replication of experi-
ments and thus benchmarking of behavior and functionality. 

2 The Rat’s Life Benchmark: Competing Cognitive Robots 

2.1 Motivation 

Most scientific publications in the area of robotics research face tremendous chal-
lenges: comparing the achieved result with other similar research results and hence 
convincing the reader of the quality of the research work. These challenges are very 

                                                           
     2 http://www.robotcub.org 
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difficult because roboticists lack common tools allowing them to evaluate the abso-
lute performance of their systems or compare their results with others. As a result, 
such publications often fail at providing verifiable results, either because the studied 
system is unique and difficult to replicate or they don’t provide enough experimental 
details so that the reader could replicate the system accurately.  

This fact is unfortunately impairing the credibility of robotics research. A number of 
robotics researchers proposed to develop series of benchmarks to provide a means of 
evaluation and comparison of robotics research results [1, 3, 4, 9, 49, 50, 51]3. 

2.2 Existing Robot Competitions and Benchmarks 

Several popular robot competitions are organized on a regular basis, usually once a 
year. The Robocup soccer [6] is a robot soccer tournament with several categories 
(small size league, middle size league, standard platform league, simulation league, 
etc.). The Robocup Rescue is based on the Urban Search And Rescue (USAR) 
benchmark developed by the NIST [7] where robots have to search and rescue the 
victims of a disaster in a urban environment. MicroMouse4 involves wheeled robots 
solving a maze. The AAAI Robot Competition5 proposes different scenarios each 
year during the AAAI conference, but often lack clear performance metrics. The 
DARPA Grand Challenge and Urban Challenge6 and the European Land-Robot Trial7 
focus on unmanned ground and sometimes aerial vehicles racing against each other.  

Such competitions are useful as they can provide elements of comparison between 
different research results. However one of the major problem is that the rules often 
change across the different editions of the same competition. Hence it is difficult to 
compare the progress achieved over time. Also these competitions are very specific to 
particular problems, like Robocup is focused mostly on robot soccer and has arguably 
a limited interest for cognitive robotics [5]. 

Among all the benchmarks we reviewed which are mostly robot competitions, none 
of them provides both stable rules with advanced cognitive robotics challenges and an 
easy setup. In this paper, we propose a new robotics benchmark called ”Rat’s Life” 
that addresses a number of cognitive robotics challenges while being cheap and very 

                                                           
3 EURON Benchmarking. www.euron.org/activities/benchmarks/index.html 
  Robot Benchmark Euron website www.robot.uji.es/EURON/en/euron07.htm  
  NIST ISD website http://www.isd.mel.nist.gov/  
  Euron GEM SIG website http://www.heronrobots.com/EuronGEMSig/ 
  Rawseeds web site http://www.rawseeds.org/  
  RoSta website http://www.robot-standards.eu/ 
4 Micromouse contest. http://www.micromouseinfo.com 
5 AAAI Robot Competition and exhibition. http://palantir.cs.colby.edu/aaai07 
6 DARPA Grand Challenge. http://www.darpa.mil/grandchallenge 
7 European Land-Robot Trial ELROB. http://www.elrob.org/ 
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easy to setup for any research lab. The aim of this benchmark is to foster advanced 
robotics and AI research. 

2.3 Rat's Life Benchmark: Standard Components 

The e-puck mobile robot  
The e-puck mini mobile robot was originally developed at the Swiss Federal Institute 
of Technology in Lausanne (EPFL) for teaching purposes by the designers of the 
successful Khepera robot. The e-puck hardware and software is fully Open Source, 
providing low level access to every electronic device and offering unlimited exten-
sion possibilities. The robot is already equipped with a large number of sensors and 
actuators (figure 1). It is well supported by the Webots simulation software with si-
mulation models, remote control and cross-compilation facilities. The robot is com-
mercially available from Cyberbotics8 for about EUR 570. 

 

Figure 1: The e-puck robot Figure 2: The Rat’s Life maze: LEGO bricks, e-
puck robots and feeder device 

LEGO bricks 
The LEGO bricks are used to create an environment for the e-puck robot. This envi-
ronment is actually a maze which contains ”feeder” devices (see next sections) as 
well as visual landmarks made up of patterns of colored LEGO brick in the walls of 
the maze (see figure 2). 

The Webots robot simulation software 
Webots [8] is a commercial software package for fast prototyping and simulation of 
mobile robots. It was originally developed at EPFL from 1996 and has been conti-
nuously developed, documented and supported since 1998 by Cyberbotics Ltd. Over 
500 universities and industrial research centers worldwide are using this software for 
research and educational purposes. Webots has already been used to organize robot 
programming contests (ALife contest and Roboka contest). Although Webots is a 
commercial software, a demo version is available from Cyberbotics’s web site and 
includes the complete Rat’s Life benchmark usable for free. 

                                                           
8 Cyberbotics Ltd. http://www.cyberbotics.com 
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2.4 Rat’s Life Benchmark Description 

This section does not claim to be a technical reference for the Rat’s Life benchmark. 
Such a technical reference is available on the Rat’s Life web site9. 

Software-only Benchmark 
The Rat’s Life benchmark defines precisely all of the hardware necessary to run the 
benchmark (including the robots and their environment). Hence the users of the 
benchmarks don’t have to develop any hardware. Instead, they can focus on robot 
control software development only. This is similar to the Robocup standard league 
where the robot platforms (Aibo robots) and the environment is fully defined and the 
competitors are limited to develop control software only. This has the disadvantage of 
preventing hardware research and is constraining the contest to the defined hardware 
only. However, it has the great advantage of letting the users focus on the most chal-
lenging part of cognitive robotics, i.e., the control software. 

 

  
Figure 3: Closeup of the Rat’s Life simulated robots in Webots (left)  

and general overview (right) 

Configuration of the Maze 
For each evaluation, the maze is randomly chosen among a series of 10 different 
configurations of the maze. In each configuration, the walls, landmarks and feeder are 
placed at different locations to form a different maze. Each configuration also has 10 
different possible initial positions and orientations for the two robots, one of which is 
chosen at random. This makes 100 possible initial configurations. This random confi-
guration of the maze prevents the robots from having prior knowledge of the maze, 
and forces them to discover their environment by exploring it. This yields to much 
more interesting robot behaviors. A possible configuration is depicted on fig 3. 

Virtual Ecosystem 
The Rat’s Life benchmark is a competition where two e-puck robots compete against 
each other for resources in a LEGO maze. Resources are actually a simulation of 
energy sources implemented as four feeder devices. These feeder devices are depicted 
on figure 4. They are made up of LEGO NXT distance sensors which are controlled 
by a LEGO NXT control brick. They display a red light when they are full of virtual 
energy. The e-puck robots can see this colored light through their camera and have to 
move forward to enter the detection area of the distance sensor. Once the sensor de-

                                                           
     9 Rat’s Life contest. http://www.ratslife.org 
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tects the robot, it turns its light off to simulate the fact that the feeder is now empty. 
Then, the robot is credited an amount of virtual energy corresponding to the virtual 
energy that was stored in the feeder. This virtual energy will be consumed as the 
robot is functioning and could be interpreted as the metabolism of the rat robot. The 
feeder will remain empty (i.e., off) for a while. Hence the robot has to find another 
feeder with a red light on to get more energy before its energy level reaches 0. When 
a robot runs out of virtual energy (i.e., its energy level reaches 0), the other robot 
wins. 

 

  
Figure 4: A full feeder facing an e-puck robot (left) and an empty one (right) 

 

Robotics and AI Challenges 
Solving this benchmark in an efficient way requires the following cognitive capabili-
ties: 

 Recognize a feeder (especially a full one) from a camera image. 
 Navigate to the feeder and dock to it to grab energy. 
 Navigate randomly in the maze while avoiding getting stuck. 
 Remember the path to a previously found feeder and get back to it. 
 Optimize energy management. 
 Try to prevent the other robot from getting energy. 

2.5 Evolution of the Competition over Time 

Observing the evolution of the competition over days was very interesting and we 
decided to store all the simulation movies in a data base to be able to analyze this 
evolution afterwards. The movie database contains more than 2500 movies (totaling 
more than 50 GB of data) and is freely available online10. During the contest, several 
major performance breakthroughs could be observed simply by analyzing the beha-
vior of the robots in the simulation movies. One could identify five major break-

                                                           
     10 http://www.cyberbotics.com/ratslife/movies 
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throughs which happened chronologically one after the other, bringing each time an 
improved performance:  
Random Walkers The random walkers came actually from the very first version of 
the sample source code included with the contest software development kit, made 
available to all the competitors. This simple control algorithm similar to Braitenberg 
vehicles [2] let the robots move randomly while avoiding the obstacles. By chance 
some of them met a feeder from time to time, but this behavior is very inefficient are 
rely mostly on luck. Also, this very first version was not very efficient at navigating 
and often caused the robot to get stuck in some unexpected situations, like facing a 
corner. 

Vision-Enabled Random Walkers The so called vision-enabled random walkers are 
an improved version of the original random walker making an extensive use of vision 
to recognize the feeders and adjust the trajectory of the robot to reach the feeder in-
stead of simply moving randomly. This results in slightly more efficient robots who 
won’t pass in front of a feeder without getting energy from it. A vision-enabled ran-
dom walker is included in the sample code currently distributed to the competitors. 
This sample version has however been largely improved by different competitors 
over time. 

Right Hand Explorers One of the problems with the random walkers is that a Brai-
tenberg vehicle behavior is not very efficient at exploring extensively a maze and 
hence at finding the feeders. Maze exploration algorithms exist and are much more 
efficient. The right hand algorithm is one of the simplest and best known maze explo-
ration algorithms. It consists in simply following the first wall found on the right hand 
side of the robot (this also works with the left hand side of course). Using this algo-
rithm combined with some vision to reach efficiently the feeders, a significant per-
formance breakthrough was reached. The first right hand explorer appeared on Feb-
ruary 22nd, with a robot named Tony (which reached rank #1 of the hall of fame on 
February 22th very rapidly) and was rapidly copied by many other competitors as this 
behavior is both easy to understand and to re-program.  

Energy-aware robots Getting energy from the feeder as soon as you find the feeder 
is nice, but there is an even better strategy: Once a robot finds a feeder, it can simply 
stop and sit in front of the feeder, thus preventing the other robot from reaching this 
feeder. In the meantimee the robot sitting in front of the feeder should watch its ener-
gy level and decide to move to the feeder once its energy level reached a very low 
value, just enough to make that move to the feeder and refuel. During this waiting 
time, the other robot may be struggling to find a feeder and possibly loose the game if 
it runs out of energy. This kind of energy-aware robots appeared on February 28th, 
with a robot named Ratchou (which reached rank #1 thanks to this breakthrough).  
Similarly to the right hand explorer, it was rapidly copied by other competitors as it 
was easy to understand and to re-program. 

SLAMers SLAM stands for Self Localization And Mapping. Compared to other 
techniques mentioned above, it involves a much more complicated algorithm and 
requires efficient image processing. SLAMer robots actually seems to use the right 
hand algorithm on a first stage to explore extensively the maze, but they build dynam-
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ically a map of this maze while exploring it and eventually don’t use the right hand 
algorithm at all. Their internal representation of the environment contains the walls, 
the feeders and likely the landmarks. This map is then used by the robot to get back to 
previously found feeders. It turned out to be very efficient and clearly outperformed 
the simpler reactive controllers. The first SLAMer robot is Ratatouille who imple-
mented a first version of visual SLAM-based navigation on April 6th and reach rank 
#1. This first version was however probably not well tuned (or somehow buggy) and 
it happened to lose in rare occasions against lucky and efficient right-hand explorers. 
However, the author of Ratatouille continued to improve the performance of his 
SLAMer robot and finally sat steadily on the very top of the hall of fame for more 
than two months. The other competitors, including Tony among others, tried hard to 
implement such an efficient SLAMbased navigation controller, they were not very 
successful until June 5th. At this point a competitor with a robot controller named 
Gollum developed a pretty efficient SLAMer robot able to challenge Ratatouille. 
Golum reached rank #2 on June 5th and had a fierce and very interesting match 
against Ratatouille, but was not successful. 

Super-SLAMers The author of Ratatouille actually never stopped from April 6th to 
improve his SLAM-based robot controller. A major improvement was probably the 
estimation of the status of the feeders, combined with an estimation of the time 
needed to travel the maze to reach the feeder. From the most recent simulation mov-
ies, Ratatouille seems to be able to anticipate that a mapped feeder will become avail-
able again: when the feeder is still red, Ratatouille starts to navigate towards this 
feeder and about one second before it reaches the feeder, the feeder becomes green 
again. This makes Ratatouille the most efficient robot controller currently on the 
Rat’s Life benchmark. At this point, it is difficult to imagine a better behavior than 
the one exhibited by Ratatouille. 

2.6 Discussion 

Thanks to the Rat’s Life benchmark, it becomes possible to evaluate the performance 
of various approaches to robot control for navigation in an unknown environment, 
including various SLAM and bio-inspired models. The performance evaluation allow 
us to make a ranking between the different control programs submitted, but also to 
compare the progresses achieved over a short period of time of research on this prob-
lem. However, this period of time could be extended and we could, for example, 
compare the top 5 controller programs developed in 2008 to the top 5 controller pro-
grams developed in 2012 to evaluate how much the state of the art progressed.  

The control program resulting from the best robot controllers could be adapted to real 
world robotics applications in the areas of surveillance, mobile manipulators, UAV, 
cleaning, toys, etc. Also, interesting scientific comparisons with biological intelli-
gence could be drawn by opposing the best robot controllers to a real rat (or a rat-
controlled robot) in a similar problem. Similarly, we could also pit the best robot 
controllers against a human (possibly a child) remote controlling the robot with a 
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joystick and with limited sensory information coming only from the robot sensors 
(mainly the camera). 

We hope that this initiative is a step towards a more general usage of benchmarks in 
robotics research. By its modest requirements, simplicity, but nevertheless interesting 
challenges it proposes, the Rat’s Life benchmark has the potential to become a suc-
cessful reference benchmark in cognitive robotics and hence open the doors to more 
complex and advanced series of cognitive robotics benchmarks. 

3 The Open Source humanoid robot platform iCub 

The RobotCub project has the two-fold goal of: i) creating an Open hard-
ware/software humanoid robotic platform for research in embodied cognition, and ii) 
advancing our understanding of natural and artificial cognitive systems by exploiting 
this platform in the study of the development of cognitive capabilities. 

The RobotCub stance on cognition posits that manipulation plays a fundamental role 
in the development of cognitive capability [10-13]. As many of these basic skills are 
not ready-made at birth, but developed during ontogenesis [14], RobotCub aims at 
testing and developing this paradigm through the creation of a child-like humanoid 
robot: the iCub. The small, compact size and high number of degrees of freedom 
combined with the Open Source approach distinguishes RobotCub from other huma-
noid robotics projects developed worldwide. The iCub is also an attempt at standardi-
zation and community-building, since several copies of the robot are being built and 
distributed to research laboratories in Europe and the USA. Together with Open 
Source licensing, this allows leveraging on the work of others, and possibly ben-
chmarking. Software for the iCub developed at one site can be effectively tested and 
improved by other scientists. 

On one hand this makes software development harder; it is expected that software 
modules will be tested in different environments and by researchers who will try to 
layer additional behaviors on top of them. Minimal standards and quality are required 
to guarantee interoperability. On the other hand, this initial difficulty can be the seed 
of more reliable and effective software for cognitive systems; systems that have to 
run multiple times instead of once. 

3.1 The iCub 

The iCub has been designed to allow manipulation and mobility. For this reason 38 
degrees of freedom (DOF) have been allocated to the upper part of the body (includ-
ing the waist). The hands, in particular, have 9 DOF each with three independent 
fingers and the fourth and fifth to be used for additional stability and support (only 
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one DOF). They are tendon driven, with most of the motors located in the forearm. 
The legs have 6 DOF each and are strong enough to allow bipedal locomotion. 

From the sensory point of view, the iCub is equipped with digital cameras, gyros-
copes and accelerometers, microphones, and force/torque sensors. A distributed sen-
sorized skin is under development using capacitive sensor technology. 

Each joint is instrumented with positional sensors, in most cases using absolute posi-
tion encoders. A set of DSP-based control cards, designed to fit the small size of the 
iCub, takes care of the low-level control loop in real-time. The DSPs talk to each 
other via CAN bus. Four CAN bus lines connect the various segments of the robot. 

All sensory and motor-state information is transferred to an embedded Pentium based 
PC104 card that handles acquisition, synchronization and reformatting of the various 
data streams. Time consuming computation is typically carried out externally on a 
cluster of machines. The communication with the robot occurs via a Gbit Ethernet 
connection. 

The overall weight of the iCub is 22kg. The umbilical cord contains both the Ethernet 
cable and power to the robot. At this stage there is no plan for making the iCub fully 
autonomous in terms of power supply and computation (e.g. by including batteries 
and/or additional processing power on board). 

The mechanics and electronics were optimized for size, starting from an evaluation 
and estimation of torques in the most demanding situations (e.g. crawling). Motors 
and gears were appropriately sized according to the requirements of a set of typical 
tasks. The kinematics was also defined following similar criteria. The controller cards 
were designed to fit the available space. Figure 5 shows the prototype of the iCub. 
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Figure 5: the complete prototype of the iCub (left) and simulated iCub looking 
at and manipulating an object in its environment (right) 

Several copies of the iCub are now available in the EU. These have been developed 
as part of the RobotCub competitive call, which awarded seven iCubs free of charge 
to the six best project proposals. Many more copies of the iCub are also being con-
structed for other EU funded projects. 

3.2 Mechanics 

The kinematic specifications of the body of the iCub, the definition of the number of 
DOF, their actual locations as well as the actual size of the limbs and torso were 
based on ergonomic data and human X-ray images. 

The possibility of achieving certain motor tasks is favored by a suitable kinematics 
and, in particular, this translates into the determination of the range of movement and 
the number of controllable joints (where clearly replicating the human body in detail 
is impossible with current technology). Kinematics is also influenced by the overall 
size of the robot which was imposed a priori. The size is that of a 3.5 years old child 
(approximately 100cm tall). This size can be achieved with current technology. The 
Sony QRIO is an example of a robot of an even smaller size although with less de-
grees of freedom. In particular, our task specifications, especially manipulation, re-
quire at least the same kinematics of QRIO with the addition of the hands and moving 
eyes. Also, we considered the workspace and dexterity of the arms and thus a three 
degree of freedom shoulder was included. This was elaborated into a proper list of 
joints, ranges, and sensory requirements. 
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Considering dynamics, the most demanding requirements appear in the interaction 
with the environment. Impact forces, for instance, have to be considered for locomo-
tion behaviors, but also and more importantly, developing cognitive behaviors such as 
manipulation might require exploring the environment erratically. As a consequence, 
it is likely that high impact forces need to be sustained by the robot mechanical struc-
ture. This requires strong joints, gearboxes, and more in general powerful actuators 
and appropriate elasticity (for absorbing impacts). In order to evaluate the range of 
the required forces and stiffness, various behaviors were simulated in a dynamical 
model of the robot. These simulations provided the initial data for the design of the 
robot. The simulations were run using Webots and were later cross-checked by con-
ventional static analysis. 

At a more general level, we evaluated the available technology, compared to the ex-
perience within the project Consortium and the targeted size of the robot: it was de-
cided that electric motors were the most suitable technology for the iCub, given also 
that it had to be ready according to the very tight schedule of the overall project. 
Other technologies (e.g. hydraulic, pneumatic) were left for a “technology watch” 
activity and were not considered further for the design of the iCub. 

From the kinematic and dynamic analysis, the total number of degrees of freedom for 
the upper body was set to 38 (7 for each arm, 9 for each hand, and 6 for the head). 
For the legs the simulations indicated that for crawling, sitting and squatting a 5 DOF 
leg is adequate. However, it was decided to incorporate an additional DOF at the 
ankle to support standing and walking. Therefore each leg has 6 DOF: these include 3 
DOF at the hip, 1 DOF at the knee and 2 DOF at the ankle (flexion/extension and 
abduction/adduction). The foot twist rotation was not implemented. Crawling simula-
tion analysis also showed that for effective crawling a 2 DOF waist/torso is adequate. 
However, to support manipulation a 3 DOF waist was incorporated. A 3 DOF waist 
provides increased range and flexibility of motion for the upper body resulting in a 
larger workspace for manipulation (e.g. when sitting). 

The neck has a total of 3 DOF and provides full head movement. The eyes have fur-
ther 3 DOF to support both tracking and vergence behaviors. 

The actuation solution adopted for the iCub is based on a combination of a harmonic 
drive reduction system (CSD series, 100:1 ratio for all the major joints) and a brush-
less frameless motor (BLM) from the Kollmorgen frameless RBE series. The har-
monic drive gears provide zero backlash, high reduction ratios on small space with 
low weight while the brushless motors exhibit the desired properties of robustness, 
high power density, and high torque and speed bandwidths (especially when com-
pared with conventional DC brushed motors). The use of frameless motors permits 
integration of the motor and gears in an endoskeletal structure that minimizes size, 
weight and dimensions. Smaller motors (brushed-DC type) were used for the hands 
and head joints. 
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3.3 The software: YARP 

The iCub software was developed on top of Yarp [15]. RobotCub supported a major 
overhaul of the Yarp libraries to adapt to a more demanding collaborative environ-
ment. Better engineered software and interface definitions are now available in Yarp. 

Yarp is a set of libraries that support modularity by abstracting two common difficul-
ties in robotics: namely, modularity in algorithms and in interfacing with the hard-
ware. Robotics is perhaps one of the most demanding application environments for 
software recycling where hardware changes often, different specialized OSs are typi-
cally encountered in a context with a strong demand for efficiency. The Yarp libraries 
assume that an appropriate real-time layer is in charge of the low-level control of the 
robot and instead takes care of defining a soft real-time communication layer and 
hardware interface that is suited for cluster computation. 

Yarp takes care also of providing independence from the operating system and the 
development environment. The main tools in this respect are ACE [16] and CMake11. 
The former is an OS-independent communication library that hides the quirks of 
interprocess communication across different OSs. CMake is a cross-platform make-
like description language and tool to generate appropriate platform specific project 
files. 

Yarp abstractions are defined in terms of protocols. The main Yarp protocol ad-
dresses inter-process communication issues. The abstraction is implemented by the 
port C++ class. Ports follow the observer pattern by decoupling producers and con-
sumers. They can deliver messages of any size, across a network using a number of 
underlying protocols (including shared memory when possible). In doing so, ports 
decouple as much as possible (as function of a certain number of user-defined para-
meters) the behavior of the two sides of the communication channels. Ports can be 
commanded at run time to connect and disconnect. 

The second abstraction of Yarp is about hardware devices. The Yarp approach is to 
define interfaces for classes of devices to wrap native code APIs (often provided by 
the hardware manufactures). Change in hardware will likely require only a change in 
the API calls (and linking against the appropriate library). This easily encapsulates 
hardware dependencies but leaves dependencies in the source code. The latter can be 
removed by providing a “factory” for creating objects at run time (on demand). 

The combination of the port and device abstractions leads to remotable device drivers 
which can be accesses across a network: e.g. a grabber can send images to a multitude 
of listeners for parallel processing. 

Overall, Yarp’s philosophy is to be lightweight and to be “gentle” with existing ap-
proaches and libraries. This naturally excludes hard real-time issues that have to be 
necessarily addressed elsewhere, likely at the OS level. 

                                                           
11 http://www.cmake.org 
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3.4 Research with the iCub 

One of the goals of the RobotCub project is to further our understanding of cognitive 
systems through the ontogenic development of a humanoid robot. That is, it is a pro-
gram of enquiry into emergent embodied cognitive systems whereby a humanoid 
robot, equipped with a rich set of innate action and perception capabilities, can devel-
op over time an increasing range of cognitive abilities by recruiting ever more com-
plex actions and thereby achieving an increasing degree of prospection (and hence, 
adaptability and robustness) in dealing with the world around it. 

Cognitive development involves several stages, from coordination of eye-gaze, head 
attitude, and hand placement when reaching, through to more complex — and reveal-
ing — exploratory use of action. This is typically achieved by dexterous manipulation 
of the environment to learn the affordances of objects in the context of one’s own 
developing capabilities. Our ultimate goal is to create a humanoid robot — the iCub 
— that can communicate through gestures simple expressions of its understanding of 
the environment, an understanding that is achieved through rich manipulation-based 
exploration, imitation, and social interaction. 

This program of research is carried out both by investigating natural cognition and by 
implementing some of these skills on the iCub. In particular, there is solid evidence 
that sustains the hypothesis of a significant involvement of the motor system in sup-
porting processes traditionally considered as `high levelʹ or cognitive, such as action 
understanding, mental imagery of actions, objects perception and discrimination. The 
biologically plausible stance guiding the RobotCub project requires a deeper study of 
these processes not only because of their scientific value but also because their im-
plementation on the iCub can provide better understanding of the corresponding 
neural processes. 

A typical example of how sensorimotor integration is used by the brain in practical 
tasks is provided by a population of neurons in the monkey ventral premotor cortex 
(mirror neurons) that discharge both when the monkey performs a grasping action 
and when it observes the same action performed by other individuals [43]. 

A further example of the involvement of the motor system in cognitive functions is 
given by spatial attention. The view that we favor is that attention derives from the 
same circuits that are responsible for the control of eye movements. This view was 
originally proposed for visuospatial attention by Rizzolatti and Camarda [44]. Similar 
properties apply to the selection of visual stimuli even if not necessarily connected to 
eye movements. Craighero and colleagues [45] have shown that this is the case for 
other actions like for example grasping. 

From the robotics side, RobotCub has started investigating several elements of these 
sensorimotor processes. 

One first example is concerned with the basis of motor control for the iCub. In this 
case, we hypothesized the existence two basic types of motor primitives: i.e. discrete 
(aperiodic and finite) and rhythmic (periodic) movements [46]. We model these mo-
tor primitives as solutions of a dynamical system with a globally attractive fixed point 
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and an oscillator, respectively. Such an approach allows us to use the stability proper-
ties of dynamical systems to ensure a robust control of the movements. This control-
ler allows the simultaneous execution of rhythmic and point to point movements, as 
required for example in locomotion. Separately, we developed a task-space based 
controller for the iCub that can take into account joint limits together with any num-
ber of constraints in generating appropriate kinematic inverses. 

Finally, we would like to mention the implementation on the iCub of exploratory 
procedures for objects. Building on the existing sensorimotor behaviors, the iCub can 
touch and elicit movement from objects. Following the object behavior, the associa-
tion of sensory and motor cues allows the autonomous acquisition of object affor-
dances [47]. Object affordances are a powerful tool for a cognitive system, allowing 
the interpretation of scenes (because of the behavior of objects) as well as the imita-
tion of other people’s actions (as a consequence of the behavior of objects) [48]. 

Examples of these experiments are illustrated in Figure 6. 

  

Figure 6: iCub experimenting with affordances (left) and exercising the reach-
ing-rhythmic controller (right). 

The Open Source approach used in the production and dissemination of the iCub 
platform supports the process of standardization and platform benchmarking in cogni-
tive science research [9]. Currently, more than 10 iCub platforms are being produced 
to be used in various labs in the EU and USA. Moreover, the distribution of the Open 
Source iCub simulator (see next section) will further permit the use of the same robot-
ic platform in many more labs, further contributing to the use of iCub as a benchmark 
platform. 

4 The iCub simulator 

Computer simulations play an important role in robotics research. Despite the fact 
that the use of a simulation might not provide a full model of the complexity present 
in the real environment and might not assure a fully reliable transferability of the 
controller from the simulation environment to the real one, robotic simulations are of 
great interest for cognitive scientists [17]. 
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The iCub simulator has been designed to reproduce, as accurately as possible, the 
physics and the dynamics of the robot and its environment with the constraint of 
running approximately in real-time. The simulated iCub robot is composed of mul-
tiple rigid bodies connected via joint structures. It has been constructed collecting 
data directly from the robot design specifications in order to achieve an exact replica-
tion (e.g. height, mass, Degrees of Freedom) of the first iCub prototype developed by 
the RobotCub Consortium. The environment parameters on gravity, objects mass, 
friction and joints are based on known environment conditions. The iCub simulator 
presented here has been created using Open Source libraries in order to make it poss-
ible to distribute the simulator freely to any researcher without requesting the pur-
chase of restricted or expensive proprietary licenses. 

4.1 Physics engine 

The iCub simulator uses ODE (Open Dynamic Engine)12 for simulating rigid bodies 
and the collision detection algorithms to compute the physical interaction with ob-
jects. The same physics library was used for the Gazebo project and the Webots 
commercial package. ODE is a widely used physics engine in the Open Source com-
munity, whether for research, authoring tools, gaming etc. It consists of a high per-
formance library for simulating rigid body dynamics using a simple C/C++ API. ODE 
was selected as the preferred Open Source library for the iCub simulator because of 
the availability of many advanced joint types, rigid bodies (with many parameters 
such as mass, friction, sensors...), terrains and meshes for complex object creation. 

4.2 Rendering engine 

Although ODE is a good and reliable physics engine, computing all the physical 
interaction of a complex system can take a good deal of processing power. Since 
ODE uses a simple rendering engine based on OpenGL, it has limitations for the 
rendering of complex environments comprising many objects and bodies. This can 
significantly affect the simulation speed of complex robotic simulation experiments. 
It was therefore decided to use OpenGL directly combined with SDL13, an Open 
Source cross-platform multimedia library. This makes it possible to render the scene 
with more ease and to carry out computationally-efficient simulation experiments.  

                                                           
12 Open Dynamics Engine http://opende.sourceforge.net/. 
13 SDL – Simple DirectMedia Layer http://www.libsdl.org 
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4.3 YARP protocol for simulated iCub 

As the aim was to create a replica of the physical iCub robot, the same software infra-
structure and inter-process communication will have to be used as those used to con-
trol the physical robot. As the physical iCub is based on YARP as its software archi-
tecture, the simulator and the actual robot share the same interface either when 
viewed via the device API or across network and are interchangeable from a user 
perspective. The simulator, like the real robot, can be controlled directly via sockets 
and a simple text-mode protocol; use of the YARP library is not a requirement. This 
can provide a starting point for integrating the simulator with existing controllers in 
esoteric languages or complicated environments. The user code can send and receive 
information to both the simulated robot itself (motors/sensors/cameras) and the world 
(manipulate the world). Network wrappers allow device remotization. The Network 
Wrapper exports the YARP interface so that it can be accessed remotely by another 
machine (Figure 7) 

4.4 iCub body model 

The iCub simulator has been created using the data from the physical robot in order to 
have a replica of it. As for the physical iCub, the total height is around 100cm, weighs 
approximately 22kg and has a total of 53 degrees of freedom (DoF). These include 12 
controlled DoFs for the legs, 3 controlled DoFs for the torso, 32 for the arms and six 
for the head.  

The robot body model consists of multiple rigid bodies attached through a number of 
different joints. All the sensors were implemented in the simulation on the actual 
body, such as touch sensors and force/torque sensors. As many factors impact on the 
torque values during manipulations, the simulator might not guarantee to be perfectly 
correct. However the simulated robot torque parameters and their verification in static 
or motion are a good basis and can be proven to be reliable [18]. 

All the commands sent to and from the robot are based on YARP instructions. For the 
vision we use cameras located at the eyes of the robot which in turn can be sent to 
any workstation using YARP in order to develop vision analysis algorithms.  

The system has full interaction with the world/environment. The objects within this 
world can be dynamically created, modified and queried by simple instruction which 
are exactly those that YARP uses in order to control the real robot. 
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Figure 7: This shows the architecture of the simulator with YARP support.  

4.5 Simulator testing and further developments 

The current version of the iCub simulator has been used for preliminary testing by 
partners in the RobotCub and ITALK projects. The ITALK project [19] aims at the 
development of cognitive robotic agents, based among others on the iCub humanoid 
platform, that learn to handle and manipulate objects and tools autonomously, to 
cooperate and communicate with other robots and humans, and to adapt their abilities 
to changing internal, environmental, and social conditions. The main theoretical hy-
pothesis behind the project is that the parallel development of action, conceptualisa-
tion and social interaction permits the bootstrapping of language capabilities, which 
on their part enhance cognitive development. This is possible through the integration 
and transfer of knowledge and cognitive processes involved in sensorimotor learning 
and the construction of action categories, imitation and other forms of social learning, 
the acquisition of grounded conceptual representations and the development of the 
grammatical structure of language. 

In addition to being used for experiments on the development of controllers for the 
iCub robot, some groups have used the simulator to create a mental model [20] used 
by the robot to represent the current state of the environment. 

Future plans on the simulator development will mostly involve the design of functio-
nalities to model and interact with the physical environment. For example, this will 
allow the users to modify the objects in the world where the iCub resides, in order to 
allow different types of experiments. Finally, further work will focus on the systemat-
ic testing and replication of simulation studies with the physical robot. The latest 
version of the iCub simulation is available Open Source in the RobotCub/iCub repo-
sitory14. 

                                                           
14 http://www.robotcub.org/ 
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5 Symbiotic Robot Organisms: Replicator and Symbrion Projects 

5.1 Introduction 

Nature shows several interesting examples for cooperation of individuals. Most 
prominent examples of cooperation are found in social insects [21], where specialized 
reproductive schemes (in most cases just a few out of thousands of colony members 
are able to reproduce) and the close relationships of colony members favoured the 
emergence of highly cooperative behaviours [22]. However, also non-eusocial forms 
of cooperative communities evolved, like the collective hunting in predatory mam-
mals [23] (e.g., lions, whales, ...) or the reciprocal trophallactic altruism in vampire 
bats. Such cooperative behaviours are mostly explained by reciprocal advantages due 
to the cooperative behaviours and/or by the close relationship among the community 
members. In contrast, cooperation sometimes arises also among individuals that are 
not just very distant in a gene pool, sometimes they do not even share the same gene 
pool: Cooperative behaviours between members of different species is called ’Symbi-
osis’. A non-exhaustive list of prominent examples includes the pollination of plants 
by flying insects (or birds), the cooperation between ants and aphids. Also lichens, 
which are a close integration of fungi and algae and the cooperation between plant 
roots and fungi represent symbiotic interactions.  
A common pattern in all these above-mentioned forms of cooperation is that single 
individuals perform behaviours, which - at first sight - are more supportive for the 
collective of the group than for themselves. However, as these behaviours have 
emerged through natural selection, we can assume that these cooperative behaviours 
have their ultimate reasoning in a sometimes delayed and often non-obvious individ-
ual egoistic advantage. 

From symbiotic forms of organization emerge new functional capabilities which 
allow aggregated organisms to achieve better fitness in the environment. When the 
need of aggregation is over, symbiotic organisms can dis-aggregate and exists further 
as stand-alone agents, thus an adaptive and dynamical form of cooperation is often 
advantageous. 

Lately, technical systems mimic natural collective systems in improving functionality 
of artificial swarm agents. Collective, networked or swarm robotics are scientific 
domains, dealing with cooperation in robotics [24]. Current research in these domains 
is mostly concentrated on cooperation and competition among stand-alone robots to 
increase their common fitness [25]. However, robots can build a principally new kind 
of collective systems, when to allow them to aggregate into a multi-robot organism-
like-forms. This robot organism can perform such activities that cannot be achieved 
by other kind of robotic systems and so to achieve better functional fitness. 

To demonstrate this idea, we consider a collective energy foraging scenario for the 
Jasmine micro-robots [26]. Swarm robots can autonomously find an energy source 
and recharge. The clever collective strategy can essentially improve the efficiency of 
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energy foraging, but nevertheless a functional fitness of a swarm is limited. For in-
stance, if the recharging station is separated from a working area by a small barrier, 
robots can never reach the energy source. However, if robots aggregate into more 
complex high-level organism which can pass the barrier, they will reach the docking 
station. In this way a cooperative organization of robotic system allows an essential 
increase of functional capabilities for the whole group. The large integrated project 
REPLICATOR15 deals with such issues as reconfigurability of sensors and actuators, 
adaptive control and learning strategies as well as working in real environments. 

The cooperative (swarm-based or symbiotic) organization of the robotic system pro-
vides essential plasticity of used hardware and software platforms. The robot organ-
ism will be capable of continuously changing its own structure and functionality. 
Such an evolve-ability opens many questions about principles and aspects of long- 
and short-term artificial evolution and controllability of artificial evolutionary 
processes. The large integrated project SYMBRION16 is focused on evolve-ability, 
dependability and artificial evolution for such robot organisms based on bio-inspired 
and computational paradigms. Both projects are Open Science and Open Source.  

Both projects, consortia and the European commission are closely cooperating to 
achieve the targeted goals. It is expected that results of both projects create new tech-
nology for making artificial robotic organisms self-configured, self-healing, self-
optimizing and self-protecting from a hardware and software point of view. This 
leads not only to extremely adaptive, evolve-able and scalable robotic systems, but 
also enables the robot organisms to reprogram themselves without human supervi-
sion, to develop their own cognitive structures and, finally, to allow new functionali-
ties to emerge.  

5.2 New Paradigm in Collective Robotic Systems 

Collective intelligence is often associated with macroscopic capabilities of coordina-
tion among robots, collective decision making, labor division and tasks allocation in 
the group [27]. The main idea behind this is that robots are achieving better perfor-
mance when working collectively and so are capable of performing such activities 
which are not possible for individual robots. The background of collective intelli-
gence is related to the capability of swarm agents to interact jointly in one medium. 
There are three different cases of such interactions: 

1. In the first case agents communicate through a digital channel, capable for seman-
tic messages exchange. Due to information exchange, agents build different types of 
common knowledge [28]. This common knowledge in fact underlies collective intel-
ligence. 

                                                           
15 www.replicatores.eu 
16 www.symbrion.eu 
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2. The second case appears when macroscopic capabilities are defined by environ-
mental feedback. The system builds a closed macroscopic feedback-loop, which 
works in a collective way as a distributed control mechanisms. In this case there is no 
need of complex communication, agents interact only by kinetic means. This case of 
interaction is often denoted as a spatial reasoning, or spatial computing. 

3. The third case of interactions we encounter in nature, when some bacteria and 
fungi (e.g. dictyostelium discoideum) can aggregate into a multi-cellular organism 
when this provides better chances of survival [29]. In this way, they interact not only 
through information exchange or spatial interactions, they build the closest physical, 
chemical and mechanical interconnections, though the agents still remain independent 
from each other. The first two cases of interactions are objects of extensive research 
in many domains: robotics, multi-agents systems, bio-inspired and adaptive commu-
nity and so on. However, the practical research in the last case represents essential 
technological difficulties and therefore is not investigated enough. Despite the simi-
larities between a robot swarm and multi-robot organism, such as a large number of 
robots, focus on collective/emergent behavior, a transition between them is a quite 
difficult step due to mechanical, electrical and, primarily, conceptual issue. Now, we 
believe that research around the third case of interactions is concentrated on three 
important questions: 

1. Reconfigurability, adaptability and learn-ability of the symbiotic systems. These 
issues include flexible and multifunctional sensors and actuators, distributed compu-
tation, scalability, modelling, control and other issues, which are closely related to the 
reconfigurable robotic research. The REPLICATOR project is focused on these 
points. 

2. Evolve-ability of the symbiotic systems, which includes principles and aspects of 
long- and short-term artificial evolution and adaptivity as well as exploring and anal-
ogies to biological systems. The SYMBRION project is focused on these points. 

3, Embodiment of evolutionary systems for different environments and medias as 
well as investigation of information properties of such systems. These points are 
covered by other research initiatives and projects. 

In this way, the next step in further research within the collective robotic community 
can consist in investigation of multi-robot organisms or, in other words, a transition 
from robot swarm to multi-robot organisms. All further sections are devoted to dem-
onstrate diverse aspects of such a transition. 

5.3 Example: Energy Foraging Scenario 

In this section we demonstrate the advantages of symbiotic organization of autonom-
ous robotic systems. We choose for this purpose an example of energy homeostasis, 
because it is applicable to both living and robotic organisms and so we can draw 
several analogies between them.  
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The distinctive property of any living organism is energy homeostasis and, closely 
connected, foraging behavior and strategies [23]. The robots, equipped with on-board 
recharging electronics, can also possess its own energy homeostasis. In this way, 
when swarm robots get hungry, they can collectively look for energy resources and 
execute different strategies in a cooperative energy foraging [30]. In critical cases 
robots can even decide to perform individual foraging, competing with other robots 
for resources. 

The need of energy is a perfect example of natural fitness. If robots that are perform-
ing individual strategies find enough energy, they can survive in the environment. In 
turn, this means that these strategies were sufficient enough to balance these robots 
energetic budgets. Simultaneously, other energetically die if their behavioral strategy 
was poor. Based on such energy foraging, many of evolutionary approaches for dif-
ferent robotic species can be developed, compared and tested. 

However, if there are many robots foraging in the environment, several undesired 
effects can emerge: (1) the docking station can become a bottleneck resource that 
essentially decreases the swarm efficiency; (2) robots with a high-energy level can 
occupy the docking station and block low-energetic robots. These robots can energet-
ically die (and so decrease the swarm efficiency); (3) many robots can create a crowd 
around a docking station and essentially hinder a docking approach. This can increase 
the total recharging time and makes worse the energetic balance of the whole swarm.  

Robots, in pursuing their energetic homeostasis, have only two possible decisions to 
make: (1) to execute a current collective task or (2) to move for recharging. In balanc-
ing these two behaviours, a cooperative strategy may find the right timing and the 
right combination between these individual decisions of all robots. Lately, several 
strategies of energy foraging for a robot swarm up to 70 swarm agents are imple-
mented, see Fig. 8. These cover different bio-inspired approaches [31, 32] and hand-
coded strategies [33]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8: (a) Docking of a few robots for recharging. Shown is the two-line 
approach: the first line - recharging robots, the second line - robots waiting 
for recharging; (b) The ”barrier problem” – robots separated form docking 
stations by a barrier; (c) Possible solution to the ”barrier problem”: swarm 
robots form a symbiotic multi-robot organism & collective pass the barrier. 

In one of these experiments, a few robots died close to the docking station and 
blocked the recharge area (we simulated this in the Fig. 8b). Robots that were in front 
of this barrier (away from the docking station) finally also died. This is the limit of 
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functional fitness of swarm robots. There is no strategy, that allow swarm robots to 
overpass the barrier. Only when swarm robots would collectively emerge new func-
tionality, like pass the barrier, they would solve the barrier problem. 

Thus, an ideal solution for the barrier problem can be the aggregation of many single 
robots into one cooperative multi-robot organism. This way, they can reach the dock-
ing stations by ”growing legs” and stepping over the barrier. In that case, the robots 
are helping each other in a cooperative manner, see Fig. 8c). 

Obviously, such a robotic behaviour is extremely challenging from many viewpoints: 
Cooperative (symbiotic) robot systems have many similarities with known robotic 
research as e.g. mechanical self-assembling [34] or reconfigurable robotics [35]. 
However, the symbiotic form, show in Fig. 8 essentially differs from this robotic 
research, namely: (1) Robots should be capable for autonomous aggregation and 
disaggregation; (2) Robots in the disaggregate state should possess individual loco-
motion; (3) There is no central control neither for disaggregated state (swarm) nor for 
the aggregate state (organism); (4) Stand-alone robots should profit from the aggrega-
tion into organism. 

The swarm-based approaches, which is underlying the aggregation processes, differs 
primarily from aggregated systems which are studied in the field of reconfigurable 
robotics. In the following we consider on-going work with aggregated (symbiotic) 
robot organisms. 

5.4 Hardware and Software Challenges 

The main feature of a modular robot consists in being composed of several indepen-
dent modules, with limited complexity and capabilities, which are able to connect to 
each other in different configurations, in order to form a robot with greater capabili-
ties. As a consequence, the overall functionalities and capabilities of a robotic mod-
ular organism are deeply related to the hardware structure and functions of its basic 
composing modules. At the current stage of development of the projects (both 
projects started in 2008), the development of the hardware represents one of the hard-
est issues. In general, the concept of hardware design is as follows: 

1. Independence for separate robots, this includes capabilities for communication, 
computation and sensing as a stand-alone robot, as well as individual locomotion and 
energy management. 

2. Large computational power of the organism, required for performing on-line and 
on-board evolutionary approaches. 

3. Heterogeneity of individual robots, which allows their later specialization within 
the organism. 

4. Rich sensing and communication capabilities of the organism. The more robots are 
joined in the organism, the more functional diversity the organism can demonstrate. 
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5. Possible higher independency from human in term of energy, support and mainten-
ance. 

The consortia considered many state-of-the-art reconfigurable solutions, such as su-
perBot [36], M-Tran [37], Poly-Bot [38], molecube [39], HYDRA/ATRON [40] and 
others, even visited some of these labs for exchange of experience. Currently, we 
follow three different developmental lines, which will be later fused into one or two 
first prototypes. 

The electronic design is also a huge challenge due to strong restrictions of the size of 
the robot and the complexity of the mechanical design. Each stand-alone robot is 
equipped with several 32 bit ARM-based microcontrollers and one main micropro-
cessor with a large external memory. The breakdown in microcontrollers and micro-
processor was deliberately intended to separate computational tasks within the single 
cell. The microcontrollers perform basic functionality (e.g. sensor pre-processing, 
running artificial immune system) and keep the robot alive. The microprocessor is 
mainly responsible for bio-inspired approaches like the genetic algorithms, sensor 
fusion, ANNs etc. and is more powerful in comparison to the microcontrollers. Due 
to higher computational power results in higher energy consumption, the micropro-
cessor is able to run at different power-down modes when computational power isn’t 
needed. One of the biggest challenges during the electronic design is the development 
of all modules in a tiny size as well as finding solutions for shared resources like 
memory, power and communication capabilities.  

Beside the hardware challenges, the project is faced with many software and control-
ler challenges. Because robots can either run independently, as a swarm, as an organ-
ism, or even as a swarm of organisms, the interaction has to be managed in an orga-
nized and efficient way. The whole software is divided into several layers. On the 
bottom layers, such as BIOS and real time operational system, there are different 
processes, which are able to communicate with each other and to control a low-level 
behavior of all components. To cope with the additional difficulties a swarm or an 
organism causes, a middleware-like system is necessary. On top of this abstraction 
layer high-level control mechanisms, distributed applications and genetic framework 
are integrated. 

5.5 Towards Evolve-ability and Benchmarking of Robot Organisms    

Within the projects, the creation of evolvable or otherwise adaptive software and 
hardware is the main focus. Achievement of evolve-ability for the robot organism is 
planned in two complementary ways, which we call bio-inspired (or bio-mimicking) 
and engineering-based approaches. Comparison between both approaches allows 
benchmarking the behavior and functionality of evolved organisms. It is also planned 
to use four benchmark tests on reconfigurability of the platform, sensing and sensor-
fusion capabilities, behavioral and learning tasks as well as on evolving approaches. 
Evaluation can be performed qualitatively in terms of success in solving correspond-
ing tasks and quantitatively by comparing running time and consumed energy.    
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Bio-inspired/bio-mimicking approach 

Any bio-inspired approach is based on analogies to living organisms and is carried 
out by the biological partners in our consortia. Our bio-inspired control algorithms 
use neither any global point of information nor any form of complex knowledge. Our 
algorithms are stable to a wide range of environmental conditions and are extremely 
robust. Therefore, the bio-inspired strategies in projects are going to draw advantage 
from the well-known robustness/simplicity as well as from the plasticity/adaptability 
derived from natural systems. Our goal is to create stable, robust and adaptable robot-
ic organisms. Here we will investigate a variety of concepts, such as: 

Genome: All robotic organisms will carry one or several Genomes. A Genome is a 
collection of genes, which carry information about controller structure and controller 
dynamics. A gene can be a simple part of a blueprint, which ”depicts” a part of the 
final controller. But a gene can also work as a rule, which is used to ”construct” parts 
of the final controller. In the latter case, there can be interferences between different 
genes, thus competition or cooperation can arise also on the genetic level. A self-
organized process can be established which will be able to create a flexible, but ro-
bust controller structure. 

Controller: We will investigate several controller types, ranging from rules-based 
controllers, to Evolvable Artificial Neural Networks (EANN) and Artificial Immune 
Networks (AIS) to hormone-based controllers and to even hand-coded controllers that 
execute hand-optimized (modular) parts of the whole organism’s behavioural reper-
toire. 

Sexuality/Reproduction: We plan to enhance and to speed-up the dynamics of artifi-
cial evolution by implementing virtual-reproduction of robots. A separate process will 
allow removing controllers from the least fit robots and to re-initialize them with 
mixtures (interbreeds) of the controllers of more fit robots. We will also investigate 
the advantages of sexual reproduction in such scenarios. 

Embryology: To allow well-ordered controllers to emerge from the information 
stored in the Genome, we will mimic embryological processes, driven by a virtual 
hormone system. 

Engineering-based approach 

The engineering-based approach is complementary to the bio-inspired one and focus-
es in such issues as learning, distributed decision making, navigation and so on. Gen-
erally, consortium focuses on three following approaches (these approaches are close-
ly connected so that finally it will be a kind of hybrid framework): 

On-line learning. On-line learning is based on the behavior level and uses automati-
cally generated feedback. The feedback comes from internal, external and virtual 
sensors. Some direct feedback can be sensed through vision-based subsystem, by 
using FRID-based identification or localization technologies, by using smart laser 
scanner, sound, light, humidity, temperature, internal energy sensor and other sensors. 
It is intended to use middleware and sensor-fusion approach to generate complex 
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non-direct feedbacks through virtual sensors. Since off-line mechanisms can hardly 
be applied to real robots, the challenge of the proposed approach is to perform non-
supervised learning without any off-line mechanisms (or at least with a minimum of 
them). This can be achieved by combining evolving computation with re-
wards/feedback/fitness calculated on-line. Therefore the whole approach can be 
named ”on-line learning”. 

Evolutionary computation. High computational power of the system allows running 
on-line and on-board such well-known approaches as genetic programming (GP) (e.g. 
[41]), Genetic Algorithms (GA) (e.g. [42]). To avoid the problems posed by a huge 
search space, we intend to integrate limitations, originating from hardware platform. 
Another set of problems we are aware of are the fitness functions required for these 
algorithms. These fitness functions are very difficult to calculate based only on local 
sensor data. Moreover these functions are evaluated extremely delayed because the 
organism mostly assess their fitness after accomplishing the task. 

Approaches from the domain of Distributed Artificial Intelligence (DAI). On-line 
learning as well as GA/GP include diverse aspects of DAI such as a distributed know-
ledge management, semantic information processing, navigation and actuation in the 
environment, planning, sensor fusion and others. Development and implementation of 
these approaches is an important step towards evolve-ability of the robot organisms. 

5.6 Discussion 

We provided an overview of two large European projects, dealing with a new para-
digm in collective systems, where the swarm robots get capable of self-assembling 
into a single symbiotic multi-robot organism. We introduced an energy foraging sce-
nario for both robot species and demonstrated that a transition between collective and 
symbiotic robot forms represents a very hard problem. It involves not only hardware 
and software issues, but also very basic questions being also open not only in biologi-
cal but also in engineering sense. We demonstrated the main hardware and software 
challenges and the road-map how to achieve the evolve-ability of the robot organ-
isms. 

6 Other projects and future work 

We have described three specific approaches to cognitive robotics, each with a signif-
icant Open Source aspect. The clearest of these is the Rat’s Life benchmark which is 
applied to competitively evaluate the performance of various approaches to robot 
control for navigation in an unknown environment.  

In the iCub project, Open Source forms the basis of a platform for experimental work 
in humanoid robotics that can be replicated across multiple labs. The motivation is 
primarily community building and leveraging the work of others, although as a con-
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sequence, performance evaluation is also made possible. The relatively large number 
of iCub platforms being produced is an encouraging indicator of the willingness of 
research labs to cooperate at this level, with the distribution of the Open Source iCub 
simulator, an additional mechanism for sharing. 

Within the field of swarm robotics, the creation of evolvable or otherwise adaptive 
software and hardware is the main focus. Here the Open Source aspect is perhaps 
more subtle, as it lies both in the creation and operation of multiple identical agents, 
as well as in the execution of the experiments which allow different approaches to be 
compared and replicated. 

As these Open Source cognitive paradigms start to gain a foothold and the benefits 
within the research community spread, so we can expect the Open Source approach to 
be applied in a wide range of robotics research. Not surprisingly, a number of the 
other projects within the current EU programme also have an element of open source 
as listed in the table below: 

 

 

 

 

Further details of these projects are available on the website17. 

project Open Source component 
RoSta architectures and standards for robotics 
PHRIENDS plans to deliver open-source code at the end of the project 
DEXMART plans to use a open source controller 
SEARISE implementation of software based on open-source modules 
GRASP Open source platform for  benchmarking  in grasping  and  

dextrous  manipulation. Open source  development in de-
tecting  the  unexpected  and  learning  from it  

SF Use of  multi-level  neuronal  simulation environment ( iqr 
) released  under  GNU general public Licence 

SCOVIS Use  of  Open CV tool 
POETICON open resource for grounding action (movement) semantics 

Figure 9: list of current projects with Open Source element 
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